2020 Banner Project Cohort

Fred Adler
College of Science
Modeling COVID Infections

Krishnan Anand
David Eccles School of Business
Winning with Ethics

Teneille Brown
Quinney College of Law
Advocate for COVID-19 Justice

Jeri Bullock
School of Dentistry
Designing COVID-Safe Dentistry

Darrell Davis
College of Pharmacy
Developing COVID Medicines

Ivis Garcia
College of Architecture+Planning
Planning Representative Communities

Ramesh Goel
College of Engineering
Tracking COVID in the Pipes

Nancy Lombardo
Eccles Health Sciences Library
Curating Women’s Health Research

Daniel Mendoza
College of Mines and Earth Science
COVID-19 Social Injustices

Jeremy Myntti
Marriott Library
Curating Utah’s COVID History

Patrick Panos
College of Social Work
Assessing Community COVID Needs

Monisha Pasupathi
College of Social and Behavioral Science
Building COVID Resilience

Lien Fan Shen
College of Fine Arts
Animating the Unspoken

William Smith
College of Education & Ethnic Studies
Combating Racial Battle Fatigue

Yda Smith
College of Health
Easing Refugee Resettlement

Greg Smoak
College of Humanities
Native History and the American West

Andrea Wallace
College of Nursing
Enhancing Care During COVID

Jennifer Weidhaas
College of Engineering
Tracking COVID in the Pipes

Kilo Zamora
School for Cultural and Social Transformation
Transforming Social Justice